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// About us

// FOCUSED ON OUR CUSTOMERS

Your partner for vision
For more than 25 years, we at Allied Vision
have been helping people see the bigger
picture. From raising production standards
to detecting diseases faster or simply knowing who crossed the finish line first, we
know that precision and truth are vital for
our customers.
This is why we focus on what counts:
delivering imaging solutions tailored to your
needs.
Quality you can rely on
All our cameras are designed and manufactured in our own R&D and production
facilities according to the ISO 9001 and ISO
13485 standards. Our three-year warranty
reflects our commitment to quality.
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Individual service near you
Allied Vision’s worldwide sales and support
network allows us to deliver first-class
service before, during and after your purchase.
We have offices and sales representatives
in Germany, the UK, France, the USA, Singapore, and China and have teamed up with
selected distribution partners in more than
30 countries to ensure we are always there
to help you whenever you need us.
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This unique combination of technology, quality and service allowed us to become one
of the world’s leading providers of digital
camera solutions for applications as diverse
as industrial inspection, scientific and medical imaging, traffic monitoring or sports and
entertainment.
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// Finding the right camera

//  QUESTIONS -  ANSWERS

Finding the right camera
Choosing the right machine vision camera for your
application is not an easy task. We listed the first 10 key
questions you should ask yourself when selecting a

camera for your imaging project – and provide answers.
Want to dig deeper? Contact us! We’ll be happy to give
you more personalized guidance.

1. Which spectral sensitivity?
Choosing the right camera starts with defining the right spectral sensitivity for your application. Using
machine vision, your system can see much more than the human eye can see. Infrared sensitivity helps
you compensate changing light conditions or identify specific properties of the inspected object.

10 Questions to ask yourself to find the right camera:

max.

// How fast should my camera be?

// Which interface is the right one for me?

// How do I interpret EMVA 1288 data?

// Will the camera fit in?

// How do I get the images to my computer?

// Which sensor technology for desired image quality?

// Does the camera support my software?

// Is high resolution always better?

// What if I need help?

Sensitivity (Quantum Efficiency)

// Which spectral sensitivity?

Standard camera
NIR enhanced camera
SWIR camera

min.
200 300 400 500 600 700
Ultra-Violet

Visible

800

900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
NIR

Wavelength (nm)

Infrared

Visible spectrum: monochrome vs. color
Nearly all cameras for the visible spectrum are available either in monochrome or color version. If your
application does not require color information, we recommend that you choose a monochrome camera. This
is because the Bayer color filter applied to color sensors can reduce the contrast of the image. The higher
contrast and sharpness of a monochrome image will make it easier to analyze for your image-processing
software. For example, detecting the edges of an object.
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// Finding the right camera

2. Which interface is the right one for me?

Near-Infrared Sensitivity (NIR)
// Conventional cameras with CCD or CMOS sensors capture images in the visible spectrum (400-700 nm).
However, their sensitivity goes further into the near-infrared spectrum than that of the human eye. Infrared
pass filters can be used to eliminate interference from visible light.
// NIR-enhanced cameras feature conventional CCD or CMOS imagers optimized to provide a higher nearinfrared sensitivity between 750 and 1,000 nm.

Manta G-145 NIR

There is no such thing as a good or bad interface. Each interface technology has its strengths and weaknesses. What matters is which interface is the right one for your application depending on your individual
requirements.
Your choice of interface will be different depending on whether you need a high bandwidth to transmit
high-resolution images at high speed or a long cable length to operate a multi-camera system remotely.
The table below gives a rough overview of the pros and cons of each technology. Our Sales engineers can
help you make a more accurate choice based on your individual system configuration.

24%

Manta G-223 NIR

22%

Manta G-419 NIR

22%

Bandwidth

Mako G-223 NIR

22%

Cable length

Mako G-419 NIR

22%

Plug & Play functionality

Prosilica GT2000 NIR

22%

Multi-camera networking

Prosilica GT2050 NIR

22%

Cost efficiency

Allied Vision cameras with the best NIR-sensitivity measured by the quantum efficiency at 900 nm

Infrared Sensitivity
Short-Wave Infrared cameras (SWIR) are sensitive in the lower end of the infrared spectrum (between 1,000
and 1,700 nm), an area that is invisible to the human eye and conventional cameras. Allied Vision is one of the
few camera manufacturers in the market with extensive expertise in both visible and infrared cameras, including
thermal imaging in the long-wave infrared range (LWIR). Take advantage of this extensive know-how and ask our
experts for the right spectral sensitivity for your application!

Goldeye G-033

78%

Goldeye G-032

73%

Goldeye G-008

70%

Allied Vision cameras

Mako, Manta,
Prosilica GT,
Goldeye

Mako

Goldeye

Guppy PROStingray

3. Will the camera fit in?
Sometimes, size does matter. Space constraints of your system architecture may require a specific camera
size or sensor orientation. With the Mako and Guppy PRO models, Allied Vision offers ultra-compact,
“sugar cube”-type cameras that fit into nearly all applications (29 x 29 mm footprint).
Other camera models are available with various angled head options to optimize space use and cable run.
For even more demanding applications such as compact vision sensors, board level versions are available for
selected camera models. With no housing and a remote sensor head with flex cable in various lengths,
board level cameras are the most versatile solution for easy hardware integration.
Sugar-cube format

Angled-head options

Board-level version

Allied Vision cameras with the best SWIR-sensitivity measured by the quantum efficiency at 1,400 nm

At Allied Vision, we have a long track-record in customization and OEM development. Whatever your
challenge, ask us! If necessary, we can design a tailor-made camera solution for you.
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In the visible spectrum, machine vision cameras rely on CCD or CMOS sensors. CCD has been the dominant
technology until recently because of its higher image quality compared to CMOS. However, CMOS sensors
have significantly caught up to CCDs, and now are able to provide comparable image quality at higher frame
rates and lower cost.
As a result, CMOS technology is progressively replacing CCD in the imaging market. But because of the wide
range of CCD sensors available, it will take several years until every resolution and sensor size is covered by a
CMOS sensor delivering a CCD-like image quality.
Which sensor technology is the right one for you depends very much on the specifics of your application. For
example, CMOS cameras are well adapted to outdoor imaging applications because unlike CCDs, CMOS sensors
are not subject to overexposure artifacts such as blooming or smearing.

5. Is high resolution always better?
Allied Vision offers cameras ranging from QVGA (0.1 Megapixel) to 29 Megapixels. Resolution alone is not
the ultimate indicator of the quality of a camera or even the quality of the image it delivers. We recommend
that you select a camera with just enough resolution for your inspection task in order to optimize your
costs and system performance. Bear in mind that the higher the resolution, the more bandwidth is needed
to transmit the image data to your host. That means that most of the time, you have to trade off frame rate
for resolution.

// Finding the right camera

4. Which sensor technology for desired image quality?

Which resolution is the right one for you depends on a variety of factors: size of your object, distance
from the camera, optics, etc. Sometimes you can optimize your process by using a high-resolution camera
to inspect a group of objects at the same time – e.g. checking matrix codes of all boxes on a pallet rather
than each box individually.

On the other hand, CCD cameras are in general better suited for applications requiring long exposure times
under low-light conditions because of their lower dark current.
If you choose a CMOS camera, you should pay particular attention to the shutter technology of the sensor.
Global shutter should be preferred to rolling shutter if you intend to image fast-moving objects as the rolling
shutter could generate distortions of the image.
The sensor market is changing steadily, therefore we invite you to consult our experts to find out which sensor
technology or type is best suited for your individual needs.

For the same sensor format, lower resolution sensors have a larger pixel size

If you are looking for a highly sensitive and dynamic camera, you should also pay attention to the pixel
size of the sensor. The smaller the pixel, the smaller its saturation capacity. So for a given sensor size, the
lower resolution sensor will have a higher sensitivity as measured by quantum efficiency and saturation
capacity. Our sales engineers are here to help you define the right balance between resolution and pixel
size for your specific application.

Prosilica GT6600

29 MP

Prosilica GT4907

16 MP

Prosilica GT4905

16 MP

Prosilica GT3400

9.2 MP

Manta G-917

9.2 MP
Allied Vision cameras with the highest resolution (in Megapixels).
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7. How do I interpret EMVA 1288 data?
Many machine vision applications require a high frame rate. This
is the number of frames (or images) captured per second (fps =
frames per second). A high frame rates allows you to speed up your
inspection process and increase productivity. High-speed cameras
are also needed to precisely analyze a movement, like motion capture applications for example.
Speed should always be considered in relation to resolution. The
higher the resolution, the more data needs to be transmitted to your
host for each image. As all interfaces have a limited bandwidth, this
means that there is always a tradeoff between resolution and speed.

Transmitting only the Region of Interest
boosts frame rate by reducing image data

// Finding the right camera

6. How fast should my camera be?

Typically, frame rate is always expressed at full resolution. But if
you only need to inspect a specific part of the image, you can crop
the image to a smaller region of interest (ROI). This will reduce the
amount of image data to be read out and transmitted and increase
the frame rate so you can make your system even faster.

Bear in mind that the more images you capture per second, the shorter your exposure time. So you may need
additional lighting to optimize the brightness of your image. Contact our Sales experts for further advice!

EMVA 1288 is a standard measurement method defined by the
European Machine Vision Association to test key performance
indicators of machine vision cameras. This standard contributes
to making technical data provided by various camera vendors
comparable with each other.
Allied Vision's camera tests are fully EMVA 1288 compliant, test reports are available on request. Please
contact us and we’ll be happy to provide the data you need.
When comparing EMVA 1288 data, you should be aware that the tests are performed by each manufacturer
themselves (self-certification). While the standard does provide a certain level of comparability, the test
conditions and camera settings may vary from one vendor to the other. Besides, the actual performance
of your camera may slightly differ from that of the test sample because of the variations in sensor performance within the tolerances of sensor manufacturers.
EMVA 1288 can help you make a rough selection of potential cameras for your application, but we strongly
recommend that you evaluate camera performance under the real-life conditions of your application
before you make your final choice.

8. How do I get the images to my computer?
Mako U-029

550 fps

Mako G-030

309 fps

Goldeye G-033 SWIR

301 fps

Manta G-031

125 fps
Fastest Allied Vision cameras (frame rate at VGA/0.3 Megapixel resolution)

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. This wisdom also
applies to an imaging system. When selecting a machine vision
camera, don’t underestimate the impact of accessories on its
overall performance. A great camera with the wrong optics
will not provide the image quality you expect. And the fastest
camera is worthless if your networking components do not
deliver image data reliably and at full speed to your host.

Allied Vision offers a wide range of accessories selected and tested for our cameras. These include optics
from leading lens manufacturers, filters, industrial-grade interface cables, hubs and switches as well as
high-performance interface cards for your host-PC. Whether you are looking for a high-end lens for your
high-resolution camera or a drag chain compatible Ethernet cable – ask our experts for the best package
to ensure you get the full performance of your Allied Vision camera delivered to your system.
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Whatever your technical platform, your operating system and your software solution, your camera should
integrate smoothly and easily. As technology evolves rapidly, you also want your image-processing software
to be future-proof and adapt to new interfaces or platforms.

Allied Vision cameras come with our Software Development Kit Vimba free of charge. Vimba is extremely
flexible to adapt to your current and future needs. It supports all camera interfaces – GigE Vision, USB3 Vision,
FireWire and Camera Link – and runs on Windows, Linux and Linux for ARM v7.

10. What if I need help?
Investing in machine vison cameras is a matter of trust. Cameras are the core component of your imageprocessing system. You and your customers expect them to deliver the best possible performance for
many years. So it is good to know you can rely on a strong partner for the whole life cycle of your project.

// Finding the right camera

9. Does the camera support my software?

This is why we believe that service is just as important as the quality of our products. Our sales engineers
help you select the appropriate camera and accessories for your specific application. Our support team is
at your side to answer your questions and solve your problems during the system integration phase. And in
case of problem in the field, our experts are on duty 24 hours a day, 5 days a week to help you find a solution quickly, even years after your purchase.

CONSULTANCY

We work closely together with all major image-processing library vendors such as Cognex, National Instruments,
MVTec, STEMMER IMAGING, etc. to ensure that our cameras and Vimba are fully compatible with their software.
We make your start easy!
If you’d rather develop your application yourself, Vimba supports all popular programming languages (C, C++, .NET).
Our extensive ready-to-use example collection is here to help you achieve the desired results faster. And thanks
to Vimba’s multi platform Application Programming Interfaces (API), you can re-use your code from one operating
system to another.

SUPPORT

CAMERAS

For optimal system performance, Vimba’s modular architecture allows you to install only the components you
need to minimize overhead. And the integrated camera drivers reduce CPU load.
When selecting your machine vision camera, make sure software integration is easy and optimizes the overall
system performance. Allied Vision’s powerful Vimba SDK does just that.

SOFTWARE

CUSTOMIZATION

Vimba: Easy, ﬂexible and powerful
// Windows, Linux, Linux ARM v7 support
// For FireWire, GigE Vision, USB3 Vision and Camera Link cameras
// APIs: C, C++, .NET
// GenICam based
// Integrated viewer

ACCESSORIES

Lifetime partnership: Allied Vision is at your side throughout the life cycle of your project

// Ready-to-use example collection

12
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// Camera portfolio

// CAMERA PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW

Performance Across the Line
Essential
Ultra-compact aﬀordable cameras for simple plug-and-play integration into commonly
used image-processing systems. They are particularly suitable for classic inspection tasks
in the industrial segment and, due to their compact dimensions, are also favourites for
interactive multimedia applications.

Guppy PRO

Mako

// VGA to 5 Megapixels

// VGA to 5 Megapixels

// CCD and CMOS (Sony CCD, Aptina CMOS)

// SONY CCD and CMOS (Sony, CMOSIS,

// Up to 123 fps
// Small and lightweight (29x29 mm)

e2v, Aptina)
// Up to 550 fps
// GigE (PoE) and USB3 Vision

Enhanced
High-performance industrial cameras with an extensive range of sensor options, modular
construction, and integrated image optimization functions (smart features). Their versatility
and outstanding value make them ideal for even the most demanding inspection and
monitoring tasks.

Manta

Stingray

// VGA to 9 Megapixels

// VGA to 5 Megapixels

// CCD and CMOS (Sony, CMOSIS)

// Sony CCD

// Up to 125 fps

// Up to 84 fps

// NIR versions, board level option

// Daisy chain, optical fiber option

Extreme

IR

High-performance cameras with special features that exceed industrial standards. With
high resolution, extended operating temperature ranges, or infrared sensitivity, they are
designed and built to fulfill the most demanding requirements in industrial image processing
or special applications such as traffic monitoring and scientific imaging.
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Prosilica GT

Goldeye

// 1.3 to 29 Megapixels

// Short-wave infrared sensitivity (SWIR)

// CCD and CMOS (Sony, OnSemi, CMOSIS)

// QVGA and VGA Resolution

// Up to 62 fps

// InGaAs sensors

// Extended operating temperature

// Up to 344 fps
15
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// Camera portfolio

// ESSENTIAL

Guppy PRO –
Concentrated Simplicity

Guppy PRO
Family-specific:
Interface

IEEE 1394b - 800 Mb/s, 1 port

Operating temperature

+5 °C ... +45 °C ambient temperature

Power requirements

DC 8 V ... 36 V via 1394 cable or HIROSE

Power consumption

typ. < 3.5 W @ 12 V DC

I/Os

1 in, 3 out, opto-coupled

Dimensions (L x W x H)

44.8 x 29 x 29 mm incl. connectors, 80 g

Regulations

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Model-specific:

F-031

F-032

F-033

F-046

Sensor

Sony ICX618

Sony ICX424

Sony ICX414

Sony ICX415

Resolution

656 x 492

656 x 492

656 x 492

780 x 580

Megapixels

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5

Sensor type

1/4 CCD

1/3 CCD

1/2 CCD

1/2 CCD

Max. frame rate

123 fps

82 fps

85 fps

62 fps

Cell size

5.6 µm

7.4 µm

9.9 µm

8.3 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

F-125

F-146

F-201

F-503

Sensor

Sony ICX445

Sony ICX267

Sony ICX274

Aptina MT9P031

Resolution

1292 x 694

1388 x 1038

1624 x 1234

2588 x 1940

Megapixels

1.2

1.4

2

5

Sensor type

1/3 CCD

1/2 CCD

1/1.8 CCD

1/2.5 CMOS

Max. frame rate

31 fps

17 fps

14 fps

13 fps

// VGA to 5 Megapixels

Cell size

3.75 µm

4.65 µm

4.4 µm

2.2 µm

// Sony CCD and Aptina CMOS sensors

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

The Guppy PRO is Allied Vision’s smallest economical FireWire camera. Its ultra-compact and extremely
robust industrial housing unites quality with performance and enables it to be integrated in the smallest spaces.
The wide range of CCD and CMOS sensors with a range of different resolutions enables you to choose the
ideal Guppy PRO for your particular needs.

Key facts

// Up to 123 fps

Options:

Benefits and features
// Small, lightweight, robust metal housing
// Optocoupled I/Os
// Various filter and mount options
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Modular concept

// LUT, gamma, debayering, color correction

// Various IR cut/pass filters

// CS/M12

// CMOS: Defect pixel correction,

// Hirose power: out

// White medical housing

binning, decimation

17
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// Camera portfolio

// ESSENTIAL

Mako –
Small and Robust

Mako
Family-specific:

Mako G

Mako U

Interface

IEEE 802.3 1000BASE-T, IEEE 802.3af (PoE)

USB3 Vision compliant highspeed interface

Power requirements
DC 12 V ... 24 V via HIROSE or PoE

DC 12 V ... 24 V via HIROSE or PoE

Powered over USB interface

Power consumption
typ. < 2.9 W @ 12 V DC

typ. < 2.9 W @ 12 V DC

I/Os

1 in, 3 out, opto-coupled

1 opto-isolated input, 1 opto-isolated output,
2 programmable GPIOs

Dimensions (L x W x H)

61 x 29 x 29 mm incl. connectors, 80 g

49.5 x 29 x 29 mm incl. connectors,
without tripod and lens

Operating temperature

+5 °C ... +45 °C (housing)

+5 °C ... +45 °C (housing)

Regulations

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Mako G

The Mako is an attractively priced camera in a compact and rugged industrial housing. As it has the same form
factor and mounting points as many conventional analog cameras, it permits plug-and-play upgrading. The
Mako is available in two interface versions: GigE Vision and USB3 Vision. All models offer power supply over
the interface, optocoupled inputs and outputs, and an image buffer for reliably controlled data transfer. Mako
cameras are fitted with the latest high-quality CCD and CMOS sensors.

Model-specific:

G-030

G-032

G-125

Sensor

CMOSIS CMV300

Sony ICX424

Sony ICX445

Resolution

644 x 484

656 x 492

1292 x 964

Megapixels

0.3

0.3

1.2

Sensor type

1/3 CMOS

1/3 CCD

1/3 CCD

Max. frame rate

309 fps

102 fps

30 fps

Cell size

7.4 µm

7.4 µm

3.75 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

G-131

G-192

G-223

Sensor

e2v ev76C560

e2v ev76C570

CMOSIS CMV2000

Resolution

1280 x 1024

1600 x 1200

2048 x 1088

Megapixels

1.3

1.9

2

Sensor type

1/1.8 CMOS

1/1.8 CMOS

2/3 CMOS

Max. frame rate

62 fps

60 fps

49 fps

Cell size

5.3 µm

4.5 µm

5.5 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/yes

Key facts
// VGA to 5 Megapixels
// Sony CCD and CMOSIS, e2v and OnSemi CMOS sensors
// Up to 550 fps

Benefits and features
// Small, lightweight, robust metal housing

// Storable user sets

// Optocoupled I/Os

// NIR-optimized variants*

// Power supply over the interface

// Look-up table, debayering, color correction*

// Various filter and mount options

// Binning/decimation*

// Region of Interest
// Defect pixel correction
18
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* only Mako G
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// Camera portfolio

// ENHANCED

Manta –
Freedom of Choice

Mako G
Model-specific:

G-234

G-419

G-503

Sensor

Sony IMX249

CMOSIS CMV4000

Aptina MT9P031 / MT9P006

Resolution

1936 x 1216

2048 x 1088

2592 × 1944

Megapixels

2.35

4

5.0

Sensor type

1/1.2 CMOS

1/1 CMOS

CMOS Progressive

Max. frame rate

40 fps

26 fps

14 fps

Cell size

5.86 um

5.5 µm

2.2 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C/CS-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/yes

yes/yes/no

Mako U
Model-specific:

U-029

U-051

U-130

U-503

Sensor

PYTHON 300

PYTHON 500

PYTHON 1300

MT9P031

Resolution

640 x 480

800 x 600

1280 x 1024

2588 x 1940

Megapixels

0.3

0.5

1.3

5.0

Sensor type

CMOS global shutter

CMOS global shutter

CMOS global shutter

CMOS rolling shutter

Max. frame rate

550 fps

391 fps

168 fps

14 fps

Cell size

4.8

4.8

4.8

2.2 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/no/no

yes/no/no

yes/no/no

yes/no/no

Options for Mako G and Mako U:

Key facts

Modular concept
// Various IR cut/pass filters

The Manta is Allied Vision’s versatile GigE vision camera with a wide range of features. Particular highlights
are three look-up tables (LUTs), sophisticated color correction capabilities, and numerous modular options –
including angled heads and board level versions that enable integration in almost any application. As the
Manta family offers a wide variety of sensors, including NIR-optimized variants, you can always find precisely
the camera model you need for your specific application.

// CS-/M12-Mount

// White medical housing

// VGA to 9 Megapixels
// Sony CCD, Sony and CMOSIS CMOS sensors
// Up to 125 fps

Benefits and features
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// NIR variants

// Housing options: Board level, angled heads

// Power over Ethernet (PoE) optional

// Look-up tables, gamma, color correction

// Optocoupled I/Os, RS232

// Binning, decimation

// Numerous mount and filter options

// Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
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// Camera portfolio

Manta
Family-specific:

Model-specific:

G-223

G-235

G-282

Interface

IEEE 802.3 1000BASE-T, IEEE 802.3af (PoE)

Sensor

CMOSIS CMV2000

Sony IMX174

Sony ICX687

Operating temperature

+5 °C ... +45 °C (ambient)

Resolution

2048 x 1088

1936 x 1216

1936 x 1458

Power requirements

DC 12 V ... 30 V via HIROSE or PoE

Megapixels

2.2

2.3

2.8

Power consumption

typ. < 3.6 W @ 12 V DC; <4.6 W (PoE/-30fps)

Sensor type

2/3 CMOS

1/1.2 CMOS

1/1.8 CCD

I/Os

2 in, 2 out, opto-coupled

Max. frame rate

53 fps

50 fps

30 fps

Dimensions (L x W x H)

86.4 x 44 x 29 mm incl. connectors, 200 g

Cell size

5.5 µm

5.86 µm

3.69 µm

Regulations

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/yes

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

G-031

G-032

G-033

G-046

Model-specific:

G-283

G-419

G-504

Sensor

Sony ICX618

Sony ICX424

Sony ICX414

Sony ICX415

Sensor

Sony ICX674

CMOSIS CMV4000

Sony ICX655

Resolution

656 x 492

656 x 492

656 x 492

780 x 580

Resolution

1936 x 1458

2048 x 2048

2452 x 2056

Megapixels

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5

Megapixels

2.8

4.2

5

Sensor type

1/4 CCD

1/3 CCD

1/2 CCD

1/2 CCD

Sensor type

2/3 CCD

1/1 CMOS

2/3 CCD

Max. frame rate

125 fps

80 fps

88 fps

67 fps

Max. frame rate

30 fps

28 fps

9 fps

Cell size

5.6 µm

7.4 µm

9.9 µm

8.3 µm

Cell size

4.54 µm

5.5 µm

3.45 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/yes

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

G-125

G-145

G-146

G-201

Model-specific:

G-505

G-609

G-917

Sensor

Sony ICX445

Sony ICX285

Sony ICX267

Sony ICX274

Sensor

Sony ICX625

Sony ICX694

Sony ICX814

Resolution

1292 x 964

1388 x 1038

1388 x 1038

1624 x 1234

Resolution

2452 x 2056

2752 x 2206

3384 x 2710

Megapixels

1.2

1.4

1.4

2

Megapixels

5

6

9,1

Sensor type

1/3 CCD

2/3 CCD

1/2 CCD

1/1.8 CCD

Sensor type

2/3 CCD

1/1 CCD

1/1 CCD

Max. frame rate

30 fps

16/30 fps

17 fps

14/30 fps

Max. frame rate

15 fps

15 fps

10 fps

Cell size

3.75 µm

6.45 µm

4.65 µm

4.4 µm

Cell size

3.45 µm

4.54 µm

3.69 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/yes

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Options:
Modular concept
// Various IR cut/pass filters

// CS/M12/F-Mount

// White medical housing

// Power over Ethernet

// Angled head (selected models)

// Removed cover glass (Manta G-145B only)

Board level versions (selected models)
// Remote sensor head, cable length up to 200 mm
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// Camera portfolio

// ENHANCED

Stingray –
Smart Modularity

Stingray
Family-specific:
Interface

IEEE 1394b - 800 Mb/s, 2 ports

Operating temperature

+5 °C ... +45 °C ambient temperature

Power requirements

DC 8 V ... 36 V via 1394 cable or HIROSE

Power consumption

typ. < 4 W @ 12 V DC

I/Os

1 in, 3 out, opto-coupled

Dimensions (L x W x H)

72.9 x 44 x 29 mm incl. connectors, 92 g

Regulations

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Model-specific:

F-033

F-046

F-080

F-125

Sensor

Sony ICX414

Sony ICX415

Sony ICX204

Sony ICX445

Resolution

656 x 492

780 x 580

1032 x 776

1292 x 964

Megapixels

0.3

0.5

0.8

1.2

Sensor type

1/2 CCD

1/2 CCD

1/3 CCD

1/3 CCD

Max. frame rate

84 fps

61 fps

31 fps

30 fps

Cell size

9.9 µm

8.3 µm

4.65 µm

3.75 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

F-145

F-146

F-201

F-504

Sensor

Sony ICX285

Sony ICX267

Sony ICX274

Sony ICX655

Resolution

1388 x 1038

1388 x 1038

1624 x 1234

2452 x 2056

Megapixels

1.4

1.4

2

5

Sensor type

2/3 CCD

1/2 CCD

1/1.8 CCD

2/3 CCD

Max. frame rate

16 fps

15 fps

14 fps

9 fps

// VGA to 5 Megapixels

Cell size

6.45 µm

4.65 µm

4.4 µm

3.45 µm

// Sony CCD sensors

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

The Stingray offers a particularly wide range of functions and image optimization options – for example, shading
correction and low-noise binning mode. Thanks to its modular and flexible design, it is a particularly versatile
high-performance camera for a wide range of applications. It is also available in board level and compact versions.
Extreme distances can be bridged with the optional optical fiber interface.

Key facts

// Up to 84 fps

Options:

Benefits and features

Modular concept

// Sequence mode

// Various IR cut/pass filters

// 1394b connectors: 2 x copper or 1 x GOF, 1 x copper

// Glass Optical Fiber (GOF) interface

// Shading correction

// Hirose power: out

// White medical housing

// Optocoupled I/Os, RS232

// Low-noise binning mode, high SNR mode

// CS/M12/F-Mount

// Compact housing version

// Numerous options (mount and filter options)

// Look-up table

Board level versions

// Housing options: Board level,

// Binning, decimation

// Board level versions available

// Daisy chain

compact housing, angled heads
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// Angled head
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// Camera portfolio

// EXTREME

Prosilica GT –
Strong Performance

Prosilica GT
Family-specific:
Interface

IEEE 802.3 1000BASE-T, IEEE 802.3af (PoE)

Operating temperature

-20 °C ... +60 °C (ambient)

Power requirements

DC 7 V ... 25 V via HIROSE or PoE

Power consumption

typ. < 6.6 W @ 12 V DC

I/Os

2 in, 2 out, opto-coupled and TTL

Dimensions (L x W x H)

See www.alliedvision.com

Regulations

CE, FCC Class A, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Prosilica GT

With robust thermal housings and precise iris and focus control, Prosilica GT cameras are constructed especially
for use under tough outdoor conditions with extreme temperature variations and constantly changing light.
Available with CCD and CMOS sensors with resolutions of up to 29 megapixels, the models of the Prosilica GT
camera series are ideal for use in any challenging situation.

Key facts
// 1.3 to 29 Megapixels
// Sony and OnSemi CCDs, CMOSIS CMOS sensors
// Up to 62 fps

Benefits and features
// Wide operating temperature range

// Power over Ethernet (PoE)

// P-iris and DC iris control

// Optocoupled and TTL I/Os, RS232

// F-Mount, Canon EF mount

// Precision Time Protocol (PTP)

(with aperture and focus controls),
M42-Mount and M58-Mount available
// NIR variants
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Model-specific:

GT1290

GT1380

GT1600

GT1660

Sensor

Sony ICX445

Sony ICX285

Sony ICX274

OnSemi KAI-02050

Resolution

1280 x 960

1360 x 1024

1620 x 1220

1600 x 1200

Megapixels

1.2

1.4

2

1.9

Sensor type

1/3 CCD

2/3 CCD

1/1.8 CCD

2/3 CCD

Max. frame rate

33 fps

30 fps

25 fps

62 fps

Cell size

3.75 µm

6.45 µm

4.4 µm

5.5 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

GT1910

GT1920

GT2000

Sensor

OnSemi KAI-02150

Sony ICX674

CMOSIS CMV2000

Resolution

1920 x 1080

1936 x 1456

2048 x 1088

Megapixels

2

2.8

2.2

Sensor type

2/3 CCD

2/3 CCD

2/3 CMOS

Max. frame rate

57 fps

40 fps

53 fps

Cell size

5.5 µm

4.54 µm

5.5 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

// Look-up Tables, gamma, color correction
// Binning
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// Camera portfolio

Prosilica GT

Prosilica GT large format

Model-specific:

GT2050

GT2300

GT2450

Model-specific:

GT 1930L-EF

GT4905

GT4907

GT6600

Sensor

CMOSIS CMV4000

OnSemi KAI-04050

Sony ICX625

Sensor

Sony IMX174

OnSemi KAI-16050

OnSemi KAI-16070

OnSemi KAI-29050

Resolution

2048 x 2048

2336 x 1752

2448 x 2050

Resolution

1936 × 1216

4896 x 3264

4864 x 3232

6576 x 4384

Megapixels

4.2

4

5

Megapixels

2.4

16

16

29

Sensor type

1/1 CMOS

1/1 CCD

2/3 CCD

Sensor type

CMOS Progressive

APS-H CCD

35 mm CCD

35 mm CCD

Max. frame rate

28 fps

29 fps

15 fps

Max. frame rate

50.7 fps

7.5 fps

7.6 fps

4 fps

Cell size

5.5 µm

5.5 µm

3.45 µm

Cell size

5.86 µm

5.5 µm

7.4 µm

5.5 µm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Standard mount

EF (planarity adjustable)

F-Mount

F-Mount

F-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/yes

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

Model-specific:

GT2750

GT3300

GT3400

Options for Prosilica GT and Prosilica GT large Format:

Sensor

Sony ICX694

OnSemi KAI-08050

Sony ICX814

Standard body

Resolution

2750 x 2200

3296 x 2472

3384 x 2704

// F-Mount, Birger EF-Mount, M42-Mount

Megapixels

6

8

9.1

Large format body

Sensor type

1/1 CCD

4/3 CCD

1/1 CCD

// F-Mount, EF-Mount, M42-Mount, M58-Mount

Max. frame rate

19 fps

14 fps

13 fps

Sensor variants

Cell size

4.54 µm

5.5 µm

3.69 µm

// Taped cover glass with or without microlenses available (selected models)

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Mono/color/NIR variant

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no

yes/yes/no
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// Camera portfolio

// EXTREME

Goldeye –
Excellence in Infrared

Goldeye
Family-specific:

Goldeye G

Goldeye CL

Interface

IEEE 802.3 1000BASE-T

Camera Link Base

Operating temperature

+-20 °C ... +55 °C (housing)

+-20 °C ... +55 °C (housing)

Power requirements

DC 10.8 V ... 30 V or PoE /PoE+

DC 10.8 V ... 30 V or PoE /PoE+

Power consumption

Min. 5 W @ 12 V DC (cooling switched off)

Min. 5 W @ 12 V DC (cooling switched off)

I/Os

1 in, 1 out LV TTL; 1 in, 2 out optocoupled

1 in, 1 out LV TTL; 1 in, 2 out optocoupled

Dimensions (L x W x H)

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

CE, FCC Class B, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Regulations

CE, FCC Class A, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

CE, FCC Class A, RoHS (2011/65/EU)

Model-specific:

G/CL-008 SWIR

G/CL-032 SWIR

Sensor

InGaAs with TEC1 cooling (∆T = -25 K)

InGaAs with TEC1 cooling (∆T = -30 K)

Resolution

320 × 256

636 x 508

Megapixels

0.08

0.3

Spectral range

900 ... 1700 nm

900 ... 1700 nm

Max. frame rate

344 fps

100 fps

Cell size

30 μm x 30 μm

25 μm x 25 μm

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

Dimensions (L x W x H)

93 × 55 × 55 mm incl. C-Mount

93 x 55 x 55 mm incl. C-Mount

Power over Ethernet

IEEE 802.3af (PoE)

IEEE 802.3af (PoE)

Model-specific:

G-032 SWIR Cool

G/CL-033 SWIR

Sensor

InGaAs with TEC2 cooling (∆T = -60 K)

InGaAs with TEC1 cooling (∆T = -25 K)

Resolution

636 x 508

640 × 512

Megapixels

0.3

0.3

Spectral range

900 ... 1700 nm

900 ... 1700 nm

Max. frame rate

100 fps

301 fps

Cell size

25 μm x 25 μm

15 μm x 15 μm

// VGA and QVGA resolution

Standard mount

C-Mount

C-Mount

// InGaAs FPAs, 900 nm to 1700 nm

Dimensions (L x W x H)

105 x 80 x 80 mm incl. C-Mount

93 × 55 × 55 mm incl. C-Mount

// Up to 344 fps

Power over Ethernet

IEEE 802.3at (PoE+)

IEEE 802.3af (PoE)

Goldeye short-wave infrared (SWIR) cameras are available in two different configurations: a compact ruggedized
industrial design without fan and an advanced scientific design with nitrogen gas filled cooling chamber. All
Goldeye cameras are equipped with active thermoelectric cooling (TEC) to reduce noise and enable extended
exposure times as well as constant image as well as constant image quality. Goldeye cameras can be operated
at very high frame rates and capture outstanding low-noise images. They are the perfect choice for industrial
applications beyond the visible spectrum.

Key facts

Options:

Benefits and features
// Power over Ethernet (PoE/PoE+)

// Optocoupled and TTL I/Os, RS232

// Built-in non-uniformity, defect-pixel

// Look-up Tables

and background correction
// Stabilized thermoelectric sensor cooling
// Analog high gain mode
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Modular concept
// Various IR bandpass filters

// F-Mount, M42-Mount

// Silver housing

// Storable user sets
// Various mount and IR filter options
// Binning
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// Camera features

// CAMERA PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE

Features Comparison
Guppy Pro
Image
optimization
features:

Mako G

Mako U

G-030

G-032,
G-125

G-131,
G-192,
G-503

G-223,
G419

-/-/-

-

-

-

-

•/- /•

-

-

-

•/•/•

High Dynamic
Range (HDR)

-

-

•

-

-

-

Pixel defect
masking

-

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Auto-iris
(video type/
P-iris/DC-iris)
CMOS Shutter
mode: rolling/
global/global reset

F-503

other
models

-/-/-

ROI
Binning
Decimation/
sub-sampling
Auto-gain
Auto-exposure
Auto-white balance
Look-up tables
(LUT)
Gamma
Hue, Saturation,
color correction
Reverse X/Y

-

Mono
only

•
•
•
•
•
•
-

•
•
-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

•
•
-

•
•
•
•
•
•

Camera control features:

-

•/-

G-234

U-029,
U-051,
U-130

U-503

all
models

-

-

-

-/

•/-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
-

-/

•/- / -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•
•

•
•

-

-

-

-

•
•

•
•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

•

-

-

X only

X only

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-/

•/-

•
•
•
•

•

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

•

•

-

•
•

-

-

-/

•/•

-

-/

•/•

-/

•/•

-

-

-

-

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

-

-

-

-

Manta

-

Prosilica GT

Prosilica GT LF

other models

all models

all models

Goldeye G

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

-

-

-

-

-

-

•
•
•
•

•

•

-

-

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Precision Time Protocol (IEEE 1588)

-

-

-

-

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

-

-

-

-

•
-

•
-

Goldeye

G-504

-

-

-

G-235, 282, 283, 419, 505, 609

-

-

•
•
•
•
•
•

G-223, 917

•

-

-

•
•
•
•
•
•

-

Camera temperature monitoring

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

Event channel

Storable user sets

-

•/- / -

all models

-

-/-/-

•/- / -

all models

Sync out modes

-/-/-

•/- / -

all models

-

all
models

•/- / -

all models

Chunk data

other
models

-

Stingray

-

GT 1930L-EF

GT1290,
GT1380

GT3400

other
models

Goldeye

other
models

•/•

GT2000,
GT2050

Prosilica GT large format

G-235

Mako U

Stream hold

Prosilica GT

G-223,
G-419

Mako G

-

Manta

G-032

Guppy Pro

Easy bandwidth control

Trigger programmable, level, single, bulk, programmable delay

-/

Stingray

Goldeye CL
-

-

-

•
•
•

•
•
•

-

-

•
•

•
•

Visit our website www.alliedvision.com and compare the cameras of your choice!
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// CONTACT

Where You Can Find Us

Allied Vision Technologies Sales Locations:

North America
United States
Allied Vision Technologies, Inc.
102 Pickering Way
Suite 502
Exton, PA 19341
Tel.: +1-978-225-2030

Europe, Middle East, Africa
Germany
Allied Vision Technologies GmbH
Taschenweg 2a
07646 Stadtroda
Tel.: +49-36428-677-230

Asia-Pacific
Singapore
Allied Vision Technologies Asia Pte. Ltd.
82 Playfair Road
#07-02 D’Lithium
Singapore 368001
Tel.: +65-6634-9027

China (domestic sales)
Allied Vision Technologies (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
2-2109 Hongwell International Plaza
1602# ZhongShanXi Road
Shanghai 200235
Tel.: +86 (21) 64861133
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